
Company name Website Activity Description Main sector Main customers

ACCORNERO CASHMERE SAS DI 

E. ACCORNERNO & C.

www.accornerocashmere.i

t

Accornero cashmere creates such articles as: scarves, stoles, pashmina, fabrics used from the taylors 

inthe creation of jackets, suits, dresses and cashmere shirts. for home, relais and chateau and for 

adorning of yachts we offer covers, plaid and carpets, using luxury yarns such as cashmere and silk, all 

spun in italy. all our creations are realized by handcrafting tecniques that enable a breadht of 

adaptability and artisitc design no longer avialable with most mass producing weaving methods. we also 

apply the shibori techniques. on request of the customer, we can customize the selected items.

accessories

Trading companies, 

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services.

ALTAMAREA DESIGN www.feelidea.it

Our activity is design, ideation, research and development of accessories for haute couture (scarfs). Our 

products are inspired by innovation and made according to the Italian style for fashion design and 

tailored production. We use only high quality materials. The originality is our point of strength. Research 

for high quality materials allow us to place our product into high level market.

accessories
Retailers, end customers, 

shops.

ANGELO VASINO www.vasino.it

Angelo Vasino Spa a company present in the market for over than 50 years, propose in the national and 

international exhibitions two collections of fabrics for women clothing manufactured in house thanks to 

the productive unit of weaving. The VASINO collection with a Couture mark addresses to a women with a 

sophisticated and modern look "Elegant Sophisticated Chic". The FIL collection is younger and casual: 

"Creative easy style". Furnishing and decoration fabrics designed for sophisticated and high level homes 

with contemporary/transitional and country chic style.

fabrics Trading companies

ARIMO S.R.L. www.monteleonegroup.it

It is specialized in the production of flexible card clothing for woollen spinning, worsted spinning, 

nonwovens, raising fillets, velveting fillets and brushes, special fillets for tanning, for powder scattering 

and fabric dragging.

textile machinery End customers

AVIA SPA www.avia.it

Avia S.p.A. specialises in the production of mid-high end fancy yarns. Avia's yarns are technically 

complex to produce. We aim to provide high quality, original yarns that are hard to find elsewhere. Avia 

yarns, natural, synthetic or blends, are divided into different lines: - Hand Knitting - Weaving - Mohair - 

Industrial Knitting Avia is dedicated to investment in research and colour development always with 

regard to the final end use. By using modern and innovative technologies Avia is able to offer yarns 

characterised by special printing with multicolour effects, creating new solutions that are in line with 

market trends. We are especially committed to customer service and strive to build long-term 

relationships with our customers, based on mutual trust and co-operation and will attempt to respond 

swiftly to our customers changing needs.

yarns

Manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, end customers, 

retailers.

BIELLA FABRICS SRL www.biellafabrics.com Biella Fabrics is specialized in the production of fabrics and home accessories made in artisanal way. 
fabrics and home 

accessories
shops

BIELLA MANIFATTURE TESSILI 

SRL

www.guabello.it 

www.marlane.it

It is specialized in the production and sales of worsted fabrics such as pure wool and/or blended with 

others natural fibres (kashmir, cotton, linen, silk) to make formal and upper casual suits, jackets, 

trousers, both for men and ladies. Two collections are developed every year (spring summer and fall 

winter). We make around seven millions meters per year, about 20% domestic market, 80% foreign 

markets.

fabrics Not specified

Member Companies 2014
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BONINO CARDING MACHINES www.bonino1913.it

Manufacturing and sales of textile machineries for fibre preparation and carding. the company handles 

internally the machineries production, the realization of the management software, makes the pre-

mounting to check all the component parts and arrange the shipments. at clien s place, it proceeds with 

the mounting service and start up. the company also provides to the post-sales assistance service and to 

the spare parts supply.

textile machinery end customers

BOTTO GIUSEPPE E FIGLI SPA www.bottogiuseppe.com

The company is engaged in design, development and marketing of fabrics for men and women in pure 

wool and wool blends with other noble fibers, knitting yarn, knitting and weaving as well as a cashmere 

and silk accessories division. Extreme attention is paid to the raw materials used: fine wool, cashmere, 

silk, linen and cotton. The production cycle is integrated and developed entirely from the stage of 

processing spinning, followed by dyeing, warping, weaving and finishing.

yarns and fabrics Not specified

C.P.S. TEX www.cps-tex.it

Resourceful and active company offers a large choice of services and solutions for textile machineries. 

Our principal purpose is to offer a high qualified consulting, mechanical design and implementation 

services for your spinning frames. C.P.S. TEX has a rich experience in ring spinning machineries in all 

their versions. So, we are able to offer a fast and efficient assistance for yours problems. Consulting 

services to obtain the best result Our technicians are at your disposal to resolve ring spinning frame 

problems. 

textile machinery end customers

CAIPO AUTOMAZIONE 

INDUSTRIALE SRL SU
www.pintercaipo.com

The Company CAIPO AUTOMAZIONE INDUSTRIALE S.R.L. has a long experience in the textile machinery 

sector, since established in 1963 and located in the district of Biella. Its activity has evolved over the 

years and from the production of pneumatic devices has passed to the design and production of devices 

for the automation of textile machinery and to the present design and production of machinery and 

systems for the production of fancy yarns with slubs, with the insertion of colors and elastic. All devices 

can be applied either on machinery of new construction or on machinery that are already working. All 

the machines and devices are designed and produced internally in the factory and are certified by hard 

proofs and tests. 

textile machinery end customers

CO.BI SRL www.cobi-cashmere.com

CO.BI. Copertificio Biellese was founded in 1989. The owner Cristina Caprioglio enters her father's firm 

where she builds up experience and inherits the passion for luxury fibres, suppoerted by her husband 

Antonello Regis, select the raw materials and create on the looms the noble pieces thet will consequently 

be cut and bordaded by hand to be trasformed in luxury blakets and plaids. The accuracy and the 

selection on the row materials, together with the choice to work maintaining unaltered the caracteristic 

and the natural colours of the cashmere and of the other noble fibres have distinguished the product 

making of it a brand of quality that today is present on all the italian market, in the best shop of home 

linens, and since some years also on the foreign markets.

fabrics and home 

accessories

end customers, retailers, 

importers, shops.

COMERO www.comero.it

Comero is a full cycle worsted mill, of enterely italian production. It offers high quality standard, in 

accordance with the best tradition of Biella. The collection is composed of pure wool fabrics,stretch 

fabrics in wool/lycra and blend fabrics in wool and natural fibres. Our classic collection lines have been 

carried on : FLEXO ( stretch fabrics in wool/lycra- cotton/lycra-linen/lycra ) ; CLASS (super 130s 

wool/silk and pure wool super 130s ) ; LUXURY CASUAL ( casual collection ). The new TRAVEL FABRIC 

line offers high performance clothes : wrinkle free and wrinkle resistant, water repellent, stain resistant .

fabrics Not specified
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CRISFER www.fisico.it

Beach couture or top of the line beachwear, the collection include cocktail dresses, evening dresses and 

clothing. Most important the development of the detailed accessories taken care of the most prestigious 

Italian artisans with the advantage of the made in italy. Fisico was the predecessor of two innovations, 

subsequently adopted by the most famous brand names: - the use of microfiber, an absolute novelty in 

beach wear - the dual fabric technology, in order to eliminate external seams.

beach wear distributors, shops

DAVIFIL www.davifil.it

Wool spinning start on 1973. We produce yarns in 100% naturals fibres blended with artificials fibres 

made for firms producing fabrics for furnishing , weaving and circular knitting. our firm is interested for 

the research and for the innovation and propose in his collections, renewed two times a year , yarns in 

trend of high technical and quality content . All our yarns in collection are offered with stock service.

yarns Not specified

Di.Vè www.filatidive.it

Combed system spinning mill specialized in classical yarn production with very modern machinery and in 

very fancy novelty yarns; some of the new machinery is especially designed for our company; we have a 

close cooperation with some of the most important stylists that give the new ideas to be made in the 

Research and Development department area; Di.Vè creates specific ranges in cooperation with the 

leaders of the flate machine knitting and handknitting sector.

yarns end customers, retailers. 

EMMEBIESSE www.emmebiesse.it

We produce since 1967 terry fabrics and piquet (waffle) fabrics, bedsheets, table linen, ready-made 

articles for bathroom-wear, homewear, sportswear, beachwear & leisure wear. Emmebiesse acts both on 

the italian and the international market through the following sectors: house linen, lingerie, beachwear 

hotels, industrial laundries, hospitality fabrics promotional articles private labels.

fabrics and home 

accessories
shops

EMMEVI MV S.P.A. www.emmevimv.it

Emmevi Mv S.p.A. specialises into the production of multi-purposes mats for kitchen & bath (tufting and 

jacquard), runners & doormats. Towards the end of the year that celebrates 25 years of activity, being 

part, first in our business segment, of a selected number of companies that really design and 

manufacture in Italy, makes us full of pride and further spur to innovation and continuous improvement. 

The company in number:  Production plan of 20.000 square meters;  30 looms between tufting and 

jacquard technology;  Coating system plant to put latex backing on mats; 3 Automatic + 20 semi-

automatic over-edging machines; 5.000 SQM of warehouse ofready-to-sell products; and a workforce of 

120 qualified employees that can ensure an unique and privileged care to our clients.

home accessories
Retailers, end customers, 

shops.

F.LLI GRAZIANO FU SEVERINO 

SPA
www.graziano.it

The history of the F.lli Graziano company began in 1841 with the clever idea of making a typical family 

tradition, spinning and weaving, into a proper business. The F.lli Graziano company started out with four 

hand looms and has since grown with great passion, using the latest technology and following the needs 

of the market at all times. The historical strength and actual value of the F.lli Graziano company can be 

attributed to its state-of-the-art equipment and technology, its guarantee for high quality products, 

painstaking research into aesthetics and processes, an attention to detail, an eye for future commercial 

trends and an impeccable service tailored to the needs of customers. F.lli Graziano s products can now 

be found all around the world bearing its own brand and those of international firms who trust in the 

skill, creativity and guaranteed quality of this historic company.

fabrics and home 

accessories
shops
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FAMAS SRL www.famas.it

The Italian Province of Biella has always been fertile ground for the textile field, the starting point of the 

best-known fabrics in the world. Famas, a company specialised in the production of technical fabrics that 

faithfully reflect the high level of quality typical of this area, has been operating in Trivero since 1976. 

There are three elements at the heart of Famas company philosophy: Organisation, Quality, Customer 

Service. Around these revolves the production of the molletons and satins that are very important in the 

decatizing of wool cloths, an extremely delicate process which provides the finished product with 

dimensional stability andhand, an undoubted advantage in terms of final quality. The company is certfied 

UNI EN ISO 9001 since 1999.

yarns Not specified

FERRINO & C. www.ferrino.it
The company is specialized in the design and sales of outdoors items , tents, backpack, sleepingbags, 

apparel,accessories.
sportswear retailers

FILATI BURATTI S.P.A. www.filatiburatti.com

Filati Buratti is specialised in the production of pure silk yarns, one of the noblest and finest natural fibre 

of the world. The production is completely processed in its own mill in order to check the whole cycle of 

transformation which guarantees the quality and the reliability of the Made in Italy. The production is 

addressed to the worldwide market and it is used by the best manufacturers of fabrics for clothing as 

well as for home interior.

yarns end customers

FILATI DRAGO SPA www.filatidrago.it

Fully vertical woollen mill producing fabrics and yarns in noble fibers. All the processes of spinning, 

warping, weaving and finishing are made inside our plants with advanced and modern machineries.Twice 

a year we conceive and produce collections (Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter) with high content of 

innovation and new proposals. Close cooperation with the best international customers and designers to 

develop each season exclusive fabrics , working on special request of new qualities and new 

designs/colors.

yarns
end customers, shops, 

retailers

FILATURA DI POLLONE SRL www.filaturadipollonesrl.it

Yarns for flat and circular knitting and furnishing in stock service from nm2 to nm 85 fibres used: 

cashmire- wool - cotton - angora silk - synthetic and man- made fibres spinning methods: woollen 

system carded ultrafine open end all the article are produced only in the pollone(biella) plant the mill 

started their production on 1961. From 1999 to 2009 it has also been quoted at the Milano stock 

exchange.

yarns end customers

FILATURA DI PRAY SAS www.filaturadipray.it

The market developments have led Filatura di Pray Sas to become a leading company in the production 

of yarns for home furnishings with high quality design in good taste. In 2010 the company patented a 

fireproof yarn with a natural aspect similar to linen. In a short time the firm has become a reference 

point for good taste and innovation in this sector. Other fireproof yarns with a delavé aspect and wool 

effect are also in production, with continuous research for novelties and trends in the contract world. In 

addition basic yarns are not neglected and there are always samples available for plain yarns, as well as 

flake and slub yarns in various fibers such as wool, viscose, viscose/linen, acrylic etc.

yarns end customers
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FILATURA E TESSITURA DI 

TOLLEGNO S.P.A.
www.tollegno1900.it

Filatura e tessitura di Tollegno manufactures the complete cycle of production of yarn starting from 

combed tops, and completes it with the dyeing process. Large investments in technology have led the 

company to excellence, both in terms of product and service offered to the customer; thanks to a highly 

automated warehouse the yarns are identified, collected an shipped in a very short time, with deliveries 

worldwide.

yarns and fabrics retailers

FILATURA PETTINATA ALTA 

BIELLA
www.altabiella.it

Our company is a leader in the production technical worsted yarns for textiles and accessories, drapes, 

home furnishings and high quality apparel.The companiy's long experience,up-to-date techonogical 

plant, toghether with good taste, competence and precision in customer service have enabled the 

company to conquer an outstanding internationale market position.

yarns Not specified

FILATURA PETTINATA LUISA 

1966
www.filaturaluisa.it

Since 1966 we have been producing worsted spun yarns in our mills in Masserano (BI) Italy in wool , 

cashmere and blended with nobles fibres and nylon with counts range from Nm 20.000 to Nm 140.000. 

Wide range of yarn-top dyed melanges in stock service for weaving, knitting, jersey and hosiery with 

guaranteed delivery in 24/48 hours. Fancy yarns production and custom items with colours and 

compositions exclusive , designed on measure. An important research on raw materials and the 

continuous technological development has allowed us to produce yarns with exceptional performances, 

such as high resistance to pilling and unthinkable lightness. The high fashion fantasies are highly valued 

and sought after by leading designers and the most famous international brands.

yarns end customers

FILMAN SRL NON PRESENTE

Production of polyester textured yarns, short staple, shiny and smooth trefoil, titles from 33 dtex to 330 

dtex, sample colors, packages tailored, own production and for third parties. Yarns for furnishings and 

fabrics. Yarns for furnishings and fabrics. Yarn flame-retardant, flame retardant yarns for technical 

applications.Conception and design of prototypes for scientific applications.

yarns

Aziende manifatturiere 

interessate a servizi di 

subfornitura, distributori, 

cliente finale

FINELVO www.finelvo.it

Finelvo is a family Company producing flock and flocked yarns mainly for automotive applications since 

1968. Our plant is in Piemonte Italy, between Turin and Milan. We are vertically organized in complete 

process from cutting the fiber to dyeing and preparing to electrostatic flocking on a thread core. We twist 

ourselves the support cores, that we buy as parallel multifilament HT yarns. That permits us flexibility in 

reacting time and new developing.

technical yarns

Trading companies, 

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, end customers

FLAINOX www.flainox.com

Study, project, manufacture, post selling service of machinery for dyeing and finishing of ready-made 

garments, socks, pantyhose, sportswear, seamless, yarn and fabric. NRG/Universal: ECO-CONCEPT 

Rotary garments, socks, seamless and hosiery dye-extractor. The  NRG  has obtained the  Blue level  

certification according to Kyoto protocol (over 40% reduction) having established the reduction of 

emission of carbon dioxide (CO2) calculated during its life-cycle respect the standard model. NRG HT: 

High Temperature / High pressure rotary dye-extractor for garments, socks and seamless NRG-S: 

Rotary machine for the dyeing of garments, socks, seamless and hosiery mod. "NRG-S" with pre-

centrifuge. EVOLUTION:Rotary dye-extractor for garments, socks and seamless with easy load/unloading 

feature

textile machinery Not specified

FRATELLI PIACENZA www.piacenza1733.it

Highest quality fabrics and accessoires for ladies and mens wear in noble fibres, vicuna, cashmere, 

cashgora, mohair, camelhair, baby alpaca, orylag. Suiting super 150's, 180's, 200's and 210's The quest 

for new technologies is a leitmotiv of our development: a quest that covers every stage of a new product 

concept, from selecting raw materials to performing advanced design research and production tests. Our 

corporate culture has deep roots into style , innovation, research, quality and technology. Fabrics that 

are now more innovative than ever.

fabrics importers, trading companies
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G.B. CONFEZIONI SNC not present

Clothing company with a very high quality level based on sub contract, mostly women.Pure 

craftsmanship with the prerogative that many operations are done by hand. Our confidence with noble 

fabrics suche as silks, laces and so on allows us to obtain top quality standard.

fashion (sub-

contractor)

trading companies, 

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services

Gabrielladeplano
www.gabrielladeplano.co

m
Fashion design collections. fashion design end customers

GRUPPO TESSILE INDUSTRIALE 

SPA
www.gtispa.it

Our company is specialized in the production and sale of raw materials and yarns with various 

compositions and counts. On commission basis too. We are focused on the Italian market and develop 

abroad markets as well. Our core business is made by Special items worsted and woollen spun, fancy or 

plain, mainly produced by using natural animal and vegetable fibres.

yarns end customers

ITALFIL www.italfil-lane.it

The company has been on the international market for over 50 years, Italfil producing yearly 600 tons of 

high quality worsted wool yarns. Worsted yarns (conventional and compact, single and twisted, raw-

white and dyed) in pure wool, wool/polyamide and wool/silk. Italfil is specialized in classic yarns for 

underwear, circular knitting, hosiery, where they are leaders for this branch, and yarn for sportswear 

with item SOFFIO, a new generation wool. In the contest of a global market the more and more in 

competition, Italfil has chosen as a target the highest quality standard for its yarns , in fact the company 

is investing in technology and research and is doing the utmost to supply the best service according to 

the today's requirements , and most important able to meet the customers needs.

yarns

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services.

LANECARDATE www.lanecardate.com

The core of the Lanecardate Collection consists of a line of classic yarns, all made using extremely fine 

and precious fibers: cashmere, angora, silk and superfine merino wool. The collection revolves around a 

limited number of time-tested, high quality articles, refreshed by variations and applications. For 

example, we offer a line of woven fabrics, boiled wool and fancy yarns in the same colors as those of the 

classic yarns, which can be used for details, trimmings and matching coordinates. All our standard yarns 

enjoy the support of an ample and efficient Stock Service for each item. Thanks to our computerized 

warehouse system, the yarns in stock for immediate delivery (more than 380 in all) are selected and 

shipped promptly and with no minimums.

yarns

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, shops

LANIFICIO ANGELICO S.R.L. www.angelico.it

Driven by entrepreneural vision and favoured by the momentum of the early 1950's, Giuseppe Angelico 

establishes the Angelico fabric mill in Ronco Biellese. The skill of the professionals involved, the culture of 

a certain style and the premiere quality of the raw materials purveyed are the traits that have, since this 

very beginning, distinguished the evolution of this project, transforming an artisan weaver into a 

company of primary importance within the Biella textile scenario. Alberto e Massimo currently bring 

forward their father's original mission by combining technological innovations and adapting to the 

changes that have occurred internationally over the more recent years. Angelico's role as a market 

leader is the result of a worldwide presence and of their nurturing growth which has enabled a totally 

vertical production of 20,000 meters of fabric per day and the direct distribution of excellent products in 

their retail stores. 

fabrics retailers, trading companies 
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LANIFICIO CAMPORE not present

We produce natural and fine fabrics (wool, cashmere, angora, cotton, linen, mohair) for Men's and 

Lady's markets. Updated designs, colours for jackets and suits either for the Spring/Summer range or 

the Autumn/Winter range. Fabrics' developpments done in strict co-operation with the major designers 

or world's markets top brands, in order to get an updated and fashion-oriented range of products. 

Advanced finishing procedures, which can offer and guarantee a special look or great appeal to the 

fabrics, for a refined and sophisticated clientele.

fabrics end customers

LANIFICIO DI PRAY www.dipray.it

We produce cloth to be used to manufacture jackets and suits for men. Every season (twice a year) we 

project new articles and we design and upgrade the other articles so that we offer a huge collection of 

samples to meet the requirements of our clients. Then we produce the cloths in our factory, starting 

from raw materials: we have a dyind department, spinning department, weaving department and 

finshing department. We can check and control the produciton in each passage directly.

fabrics

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services.

LANIFICIO DI TOLLEGNO S.P.A. www.tollegno1900.it

The company in specialized in the production of high quality fabrics for packaging of garments for both 

men and women. the strength recognized by the market in the high creativity of the collections, paying 

great attention to the evolution of fashion and the market. lanificio di tollegno has made substantial 

investments, thanks to which almost all production units have been renewed an extended.

fabrics Not specified

LANIFICIO EGIDIO FERLA 

S.P.A.
www.ferla.com

The Lanificio Egidio Ferla s.p.a. is specialized in the production of fancy fabrics for the top menswear and 

womenswear market since more than 100 years. the mill is located in trivero, in the biella textile district. 

our production department and processing comprise twisting, preparation to weaving, weaving and 

finishing. these operations are carried out completely inside the factory in trivero, as well as the 

development and the realization of the new collections. the company cooperates with commission 

companies as to dyeing and spinning processings. 

fabrics

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services.

LANIFICIO F.LLI CERRUTI www.lanificiocerruti.com

Supreme quality is the condition on which Cerruti creativity and taste are based. In addition to being 

able to meet all technical specifications which make an item suitable for use, this product is also capable 

of concretely answering the customer's needs and ensuring the highest satisfaction of their desires and 

expectations. The best raw materials: only Australian wool, only Mongolian cashmere for fabrics with 

sartorial style, synthetic fibres to convey lades' fabrics a fresh and fascinating taste; but also cotton, 

linen, hemp for the new Parcour casual textiles. The ability to process any kind of fibre, the use of 

melange colours to obtain more refined and elegant shades, incomparable finishing treatments studied 

to obtain maximum customisation of the fabric: these are the elements that allow the Lanificio Cerruti to 

propose three collectionsMens, Ladies and Parcour Machinery purposely studied by the company's 

designers and engineers, observance of processing times which allow the fabric to rest between the 

different phases, the ongoing research and experimentation: these are the elements that convey the 

Cerruti product the excellence and the capacity of being luxury and innovative ahead of anybody else.

fabrics

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services.

LANIFICIO FRATELLI 

ORMEZZANO SPA
www.ormezzano.it

Lanificio F.lli Ormezzano since 1924 produce High quality fabrics plain and fancy for men's wear in wool, 

wool-cashmere, cotton and cotton-cashmere for winter collection. Linen, cotton and some more natural 

fiber in summer presentation. The main carachteristic of the mill is the researcha nd innovation of the 

products and the attention on the quality of the fabrics.

fabrics Not specified
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LANIFICIO SUBALPINO not present

Small family company born in 1975 , located in the textile Biella area , that designs and produces made 

in Italy fabrics for menswear, womenswear , childrenswear and textile accessories. We buy the yarn and 

we produce the fabrics in our warping , weaving and mending department and we sell them to the most 

important italian and international stylists and garment makers .

fabrics

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, shops, trading 

companies

LANIFICIO TESSILSTRONA www.tessilstrona.it

Entirely made in italy production of prestigious fabrics in very fine pure wool and refined wool blends. 

innovative fabrics with designer look, created with the cooperation of best international designers of the 

world. state of the art finishing process. Vertical production: spinning, weaving and finishing department. 

realization of special studies and products for different international markets.

fabrics retailers, shops

LANIFICIO ZIGNONE SPA www.zignone.it

Lanificio Zignone S.p.A. was established in 1968 by the charter member Gilio Zignone. The activity of the 

wool mill, that is the production of high-quality wool fabrics, strengthened and developed with his 

daughter Luisella Zignone and his son-in-law Giuseppe Patti, who now avail themselves also of the 

technical and cultural contribution of the grandsons Luca and Matteo Patti. The wool mill buys the best 

merino wools directly from the producers in Australia and New Zealand and at the end of the production 

cycle (substantially spinning and weaving), that is made entirely in Italy, the wool fabrics are 

manufactured.

fabrics retailers, shops

LORO PIANA SPA www.loropiana.com

Loro Piana operates in the luxury goods industry with the mission of providing uncompromised quality. 

For six generations, the company has been supplying the finest cashmere and wool fabrics to the most 

sophisticated and demanding clients. In doing so, Loro Piana has become the largest cashmere 

manufacturer and the biggest single purchaser of the world’s finest wool. High- quality fabrics in 

cashmere, extrafine wools and blends of natural fibers for suits, jackets and overcoats. Technical fabrics, 

woollen  and worsted yarns in pure cashmere, cashmere and wool, cashmere and silk, cashmere and 

cotton, pure silk.

yarns and fabrics
end customers, retailers, 

shops, trading companies

LUCIA RUSSO www.ellelrousseau.com Fashion design collections.                           fashion design
end customers, retailers, 

shops, trading companies

LUMAGO di TORNEO GRAZIA 

PRUDENZA
www.notkunst.it

Bags, with clear and innovative design, made with excellent fabrics provided by the best companies from 

Biella textile tradition and high quality leather. All the leather and the fur are from animals bred to 

produce food. Bags are an art project based on rigorous poetic investigations classified into thematic 

collections, each of which contains inside different seasonal interpretations. NOTKUNST bags pay high 

attention to art language, as well to a cutting-edge technical research. NOTKUNST applies to fashion 

specific languages of contemporary art to make handbags with extreme attention to quality and product 

excellence. The design research has given a special importance to the lightness in order to obtain 

extremely low weight bags.

accessories (bags) end customers, shops

MA.AL.BI. www.maalbi.com

MA.AL.BI. has established itself worldwide as a leading manufacturer of fashion accessories, strictly 

"Made in Biella." For three generations MA.AL.BI. is handed down the art of creating beautiful 

accessories, with the finest yarns, keeping the style and quality that has always distinguished us. Over 

the years the company has become a reference in the world of fashion and clothing "Made in Italy". We 

are honored to work with many of the best "brands" of Italian and international fashion and apparel 

major distributions. The goal for the future is to continue to grow, while maintaining the same passion 

and quality with which we work, to offer our customers an accessory that can move without losing touch 

with the increasingly complex needs that the market requires.

accessories (scarfs)

end customers, retailers, 

importers, shops, trading 

companies
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MAGLIFICIO MAGGIA SRL www.maglificiomaggia.it

Maglificio Maggia is one of the oldest Italian companies -and European as well- producing circular knitting 

fabrics since 1780. Our products are knitted, finished, and dyed in Italy, mostly internally in our mill, 

with a constant focus on research for the best yarns - as Pima cotton bought directly from Peru and dyed 

in Italy, or woollen yarns purchased from historical Italian companies-.

fabrics trading companies

MAGLIFICIO PO www.oscalito.it 100% Italian production chain developed, knitted and made in our premises in Turin sold with our own brand name.fashion and lingerie shops

MAISON CLAIRE S.R.L. www.maisonclaire.it

Maison Claire starts life in Varallo Sesia , a Unesco world heritage site, an elegant town in Piedmont, 

abounding in history and art.The epitome of passion and emotion, Clara Bertoli's creations represent the 

deepest of sentimentand her enduring love of fabric."Creating with love" is the motto Clara daily brings 

to her working day. Each project is a wonderful new adventure, a journey she shares with her client, 

towards ideal solution for every home: intimacy, elegance , class and style. Products: Bed linen (bed set 

sheet , bedspread, duvet cover, comforter and pillow in feather and down); Table linen (tablecloth, 

runner, placemat); Bath linen (towels Bathrobe , carpet , slippers); Cashmere collection throws, stole , 

scarf , tracksuite, dressing gown, night gown.

fabrics and home 

accessories
end customers, shops

MANIFATTURA TESSILE DI 

NOLE M.T. S.P.A.
www.dinole.com

The prestigious velvet of Manifattura Tessile di Nole is the exceptional result of a production process 

which combines the craft of an old-age textile culture and the technology of the most sophisticated 

machines. Cotton, linen, silk, cashmere, mohair wool and dralon velvet: no matter if they are plain, 

striped or printed, each centimetre of fibre is characterized by care and meticulousness which will create 

an extraordinary final product. Very renowned for their value and celebrated in all the world, the 

precious mohair wool velvet realized in Nole is present in the most prestigious international theatres and 

in the world places symbol of sumptuousness and prestige, such as royal courts and papal environments. 

The fabrics produced in Nole meet the highest qualitative standards, are intended for international 

clients and divided into a huge variety of typologies: suitable for many different applications (curtains, 

furnishings, house, office, precious coverings), Manifattura Tessile di Nole produces, through looms, 

jacquard, damask, lampas, brocade, gobelin, liséré created with original schemes or modified ones 

according to the modern exigencies. Plain, striped, tartan, in cotton silk, linen, viscose and polyester, in 

coordinated colours for a complete interior decoration.

fabrics and velvets retailers

Marchi & Fildi www.marchifildi.com

Production of yarns - cotton blends and wool blends for apparel and furnishings. special focus on 

technological innovation and environment : growing success for the ecotec ® line of recycled cotton, in 

blend with modal, too. This brand (trade mark) combines environmental sustainability and fashion. 

refined range of fine air-jet yarns. Strength point: the accurate stock-service on the most important 

yarns ensuring flexibility and easy orders management. our company is certified iso 9001 vision 2000.

yarns

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services
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MARISTELLA MARE S.R.L. www.maristellamare.it

Maristella Mare s.r.l. produce woman's swimwear and beachwear since 1980. All of our production is 

Made in Italy, using Italian fabrics and accessories. Distribution is entrusted to our network of agents. 

The product is present in lingerie and clothing shops. We have 2 style of woman's swimwear with 

differentiated cups and tthe possibility of combiny brief and bra sold separately and the possibility of 

finding coordinated clothing. Olivia Gold with bra untill the E cup and brief more covering for an adult 

consumer looking for a fashion and moder style. Olivia Pink with a fresh and contemporary style with a 

great attention to wearability.

beach wear shops

MET MANIFATTURA ETICHETTE 

TESSUTE

www.metetichettetessute.

com

MET Manifattura etichette tessute produces high qulity labels and tape since 1965.Northern italian Biella 

Textile tradition of high quality weaving together with the most modern high-tech machinery to give the 

best quality and service.Our pepple know the importance of playing the greatest attention to customer 

and market needs.They constantly stydy tendences and trends in order to be aware of today's 

requirements.

labels and tape
end customers, importers, 

shops

NATURALE www.na2rale.com

A new lifestyle inspired by nature, a selected range of eclectic creations tailormade into an authentic 

collection, an adventure to discover. NA2RALE the self expressive italian greenwear brand that creates a 

unique look unstrapped by conventional. 100% Made in Italy, 100% Organic, our double fleece and our 

Hydro na2ral shell strikes the perfect balance between best fabrics not chemically treated, 

hypoallergenic and environmental responsability. We produce man & woman timeless collections, classy 

garments with eye-catching detail. Clothes you want to live in! Respect your self, live your world, wear 

Na2rale.

fashion/sportwear
end customers, retailers, 

shops, agents

NUOVA COSMATEX www.monteleonegroup.it

Production and sale of textile machinery mainly for woollen and worsted spinning and nonwoven plants. 

Products: carding sets, blending machines, accessories and devices for card clothing installation, plants 

for the automatic cleaning of the card clothing, endless tape calender rollers.

textile machinery end customers

OBEM www.obem.com

The OBEM company was established in 1946, in Biella, a textile centre located in the Northern Italy, well 

known for its high concentration of companies producing top quality yarns, fabrics and garments. Since 

the beginning, OBEM has always worked in direct cooperation with this experienced background, 

developing machines and innovative solutions that were tested and approved by the strict quality 

specifications of its local customers, and then sold and installed worldwide The OBEM production has two 

main branches: Steaming and Dyeing.

textile machinery end customers

OFFICINE GAUDINO SPA www.gaudino.com

The company is family owned and is a brand leader in any of the markets of its products. The basic 

activity was the production of spinning equipment for the wool industry, but since 2009 it has aquired 

the company Lema Lezzeni, brand leader for the production of ring twisters and cops winding machines, 

which is now a department of Officine Gaudino. R&D and production of machinery for spinning in the 

woolen, worsted system and for the twisting of filament with quality control and after-sales service

textile machinery end customers

PASSAMANERIA ITALIANA
www.passamaneriaitalian

a.com

Our comprehensive product range supplies both the fashion and home furnishings markets. In addition 

to classical styling, we also work in themed collections. These are either developed by our design staff or 

designed collaboratively with our clients, according to their specific requests. By marrying our ever-

evolving advanced technology with fine Italian handwork, we are able to compete with Far East pricing 

on small and medium production lots. Trims and accessories made by hand and by machine. Curtain 

tiebacks, braids, fringes, ribbons, twisted and braided cords, pipings, belts, special fabrics. Use of a wide 

range of natural, artificial and synthetic fibers and fabric strips, as well as special components such as 

chains, crystals, feathers etc.. 

additionals

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, retailers, trading 

companies
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PELLA SNC DI FORTOLAN A & C www.pellasportswear.com

Custom high tech bike, triathlon, cross country ski, rowing wear fine and pure Made in Italy since 1980. 

Pella sportswear was founded in 1980 by the passion of eople that still now own the leadership. 30 years 

of history with the peculiarity of diligence and reliability and pointing to the made in Italy product of an 

high craftsmanship which is meaning of style , maniacal care for details, constant updates of the models, 

creativity and innovation. Today Pella represents one organized and coordinated reality , that can count 

on competent collaborators, that follow the products, from the research of suitable yarns, to the 

weaving, the graphic design, the computer elaboration for models, the printing and the transfer from 

paper to fabric. Pella Sportswear is a trademark that produces exclusively in Italy in the modern factory 

in Valdengo (BI), getting our market part stronger with our exported production which is over than 60% 

of the whole production. Our business is about to front the future with the same competence which we 

always had during these years. Our witnesses are all the teams and the champions that are keep on 

trusting our brand, enriching it with important successes.

sportswear
end customers, retailers, 

shops, agents

PICOTEE www.picotee.it

Grazia Lauricella, designer brand Picotee, Sicilian by birth, lives and grows in Turin. In July 1978 he 

founded his own brand Picotee and opened her first boutique femininity and class outline your choice of 

shapes and colors, and the unique style is combined with refinements and sensual notes, multi-faceted 

provocative, that characterize each of his creations, without falling into banality and vulgarity. Thanks to 

this combination made of eccentricity and discretion, is able to emphasize and enhance a fashion line in 

which live masterly combinations of precious leathers brightly colored macramè lace, without the quirky 

originality compromise the sophistication of their creations. 

fashion
end consumers, retailers, 

importers, shops. 

PROSINO www.prosino.com

Established in 1946, PROSINO SRL, manufacture exclusively in Italy spinning & twisting rings suitable for 

any textile fiber and any machine in the market today. 92 employees, an integrated manufacturing 

process and ISO 9000 and 14001 certified. The company is capable to produce custom made products 

on the base of the customer wish. A wide range of ring fnish are available.

textile machinery
end consumers, retailers, 

trade companies

REGGIANI LANIFICIO www.reggianistretch.com

An innovating company, leader since 1973 in the production of high quality elastic fabrics, has always 

been on the cutting edge and oriented to trend design where a sophisticated technology joins 

craftsmanship creativity. The vertical production structure of REGGIANI S.p.A. contributed to make a 

name and to assert the quality of the product worldwide. The most qualitative yarns of the international 

market are the raw material from which REGGIANI starts its course creating exclusive fabrics for prêt a 

porter, haute couture and leisure.

fabrics

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services

RESINFLEX www.resinflex.com

Resinflex is a manufacturer of eco leather PVC since 1947. The entired production is made inside : 

coating, embossing, finishing with exclusive use of European raw materials. The Company isn't engage in 

import and distribution of vinyl products from the Far East. Technical and aesthetic development is made 

at our Company in partnership with Clients.

eco leather
retailers, importers, trade 

companies

SAFIL www.safil.it

Founded in 1954 by Fernando Savio and now is managed by his sons Alberto and Cesare, Safil is a 

worsted spinning company characterised by highly flexibility production , with quality products.In order 

to provide its customers with state of the art quality and service, Safil combines a constantly up to date 

technology with staff training and motivation programs.

yarns
end consumers, trade 

companies 
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SILETTI 95 S.R.L. www.siletti.it

Since 1876 Siletti linen mills has been producing high quality household linens: bed sets, tableware, 

bathroom and kitchen coordinates, for private individuals and commercial businesses, restaurants and 

hotels. The classic quality of the materials used and the Jacquard fabric, the fine tailoring in the 

decorations and finishings, the vocation for creating “made to measure” and personalized articles: these 

are the results of five generations of textile tradition. Exceptionally high quality cotton and linen are the 

prized raw materials which, combined with sober and elegant designs, mark Siletti’s collections with a 

luxury that is destined to last.

By redesigning classic style and paying attention to every last detail, we have laid the foundations of a 

new elegance.

faberics and home 

accessories
retailers

SIMTA www.simtaspa.com

Our company is one of the main Italian textile editors since 1949. Our firm is organised for the sale by 

cut length and rolls and commercialises its articles by selling books and hangers. We keep on stock all 

our items and we can grant a prompt delivery of the goods. For orders of big quantities, we plan special 

production always granting the best delivery time. Our sales network is composed by sole and multicard 

agents, foreign exclusive ditributors and tradings.

textile editor
retailers, shops, trade 

companies 

soft n.w. www.softnw.com

Soft N.W., located in Cerreto Castello (Bi), is a business unit specialized in the production of 100% 

polypropylene Spunbonded nonwoven. Present on the nonwoven market since 1974 , the company has 

been able to evolve along these years making itself conspicuous thanks to its professional nature, its 

service and its products quality.Since long time Soft N.W. has positioned itself in the market with high �quality materials, born to satisfy its customers  needs all over the world. All the production stages, from 

PP granulate to nonwoven, are entirely executed in Cerreto Castello mill, using the best raw materials 

present on the market

technical textile retailers

STAMPERIA ALICESE SRL www.stamperiaalicese.it

We produce sportif garments for the better international brands. Our customer send us their designs and 

we produce for them what they want. After our customer provide to sell the product with their brand. 

We can have inside: modelists, graphic person, print department, cutting department, sewing and iron 

department. So we buy for our customer the fabric and the trims, after we work and we realize the 

garment ready for the selling with their logos. We produce not for the retails but for the distributors 

because now the big brand hasn't more a manufacturing department but are only commercial trading.

technical textile 

(sportswear)

retailers, importers, trade 

companies

T.E.S.T.A. TESSITURA E 

STAMPA TESSUTI 

ABBIGLIAMENTO S.P.A.

www.testaspa.com

Born in 1919 as silk producer for high quality shirtings fabrics. after the second world war the production 

changed into cotton fabrics always for shirtings. creativity, innovative styles, and continuing to design 

new fabrics have always been a vital objective. To the extent that 95% of every collection is completely 

renewed and redesigned to offer the greatest number of possible solutions.

fabrics retailers, shops 

TAMIGI S.R.L. www.kristinati.it

Since 1962 the company has been directly producing outerwear and beachwear with the brand name 

tamigi. since 1987 it has been assigned the brand kristina ti: a total look collection of outerwear and 

beachwear for women. kristina ti attends the fashion shows during the milan fashion week. kristina ti 

collections are distributed mainly to italian customers and to a selected foreign stores.

fashion retailers, importers, shops 
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TESSIL GOMMA DI BUSON 

SERGIO
www.tessilgomma.it

Tessil Gomma was founded in 1975 and is' leader in the field of production, curing, rigommatura and 

grinding of cylinders for textile machines.

Our experience over thirty years, recognized worldwide, allows us to meet the needs and resolve 

customer issues.

Our staff is able to offer expertise, experience, services and exclusive products.We also provide the 

customer with the machinery and equipment needed for the processing of the cylinders used in the 

textile industry, giving our support.

textile machinery end consumers

TESSILBIELLA not present

Our sales, styling and management headquarters are in Vigliano Biellese, in a location of 5000sqmt., 

while the production sites are located in weaving, dyeing and finishing mills where TESSILBIELLA has a 

financial partecipation. One of our internal departments is reserved to the technical personnel of 

CO.DE.TEX (a Fabric Quality Control company) carrying out with the aid of highly specialised machinery, 

quality tests on all our articles. This service allows us to offer ready for sewing fabrics. Our clientèle, 

among which are the main Italian and foreign fashion manufactures, can count on a reliable and flexible 

operating team; capable of merging productive capacity with style and quality requirements.

fabrics Not specified

TESSILGROSSO S.P.A. www.tessilgrosso.com

Textile company founded in 1973. Weaving and mending procedures are carried on internally in the 

Lessona premises, whereas the finishing procedures are followed by partners located in the area with 

whom a strong research cooperation has been settled to continuously investigate innovative finishings. 

The Company produces woven fabrics and jersey for both womenswear and menswear under the labels 

Tessilgrosso and Albino Torello Viera.

fabrics
end consumers, retailers, 

importers 

TESSITURA CORTE 1951 www.tessituracorte.it

Unique and valuable high end fabrics. In addition to the classic style themed collections are produced, all 

developed by a design team made up of experts or created in collaboration with our customers according 

to their specific requests. Manufacturing made to order and for personalization (fabric made to measure 

by the meter and made up into product). Able to make each type of product. High quality 

manufacturing. From large production to small quantities, from industry to sports clubs and private 

individuals; supplying hotels for their hotel bathrooms; you can personalize the bed sets, made up of 

sheets, pillow cases and bedspreads. Each item can become an important image tool to communicate 

ones own message. Create your own household and bed linen.

fabrics and home 

accessories

end consumers, shops, trade 

companies 

TESSITURA DI QUAREGNA - 

GHIONE SRL

www.tessituradiquaregna.

it

Since 1960 Tessitura di Quaregna-GHIONE SRL has been producing worsted and woollen clothes,using 

selected extrafine Australian wools,cashmere,silk,linen and blends of highly-prized natural fibres in line 

with the best Made in Italy tradition,supported by a production process entirely made in Italy. 

Creativity,tailored-made customer service,versatility,and the highest quality standars are the main 

characteristics.

fabrics

retailers, manufacturing 

companies interested in 

subcontracting services

TESSITURA PERTILE www.pertile.com

The fabrics we produce are mainly yarn dyed jacquard in cotton, linen, silk ,cashmere, and we weave 

fabrics up to 330 cm wide. Our looms are equipped with large size jacquard machines. We can weave 

repeats of 70 cm and we can also weave a one repeat fabric 305 cm wide with 70 threads per cm in the 

warp to make patterns as wide as the duvet cover or the sheet, or bedspread size. The range of our 

production includes light fabrics for bedsheets/duvet covers with a threadcount of 1000/sq. inch and a 

pattern repeat of 70 cms. We have in stock percale and sateen from 300 to 1000 threadcount to be 

piece dyed and coordinated to the jacquard fabrics.

fabrics and home 

accessories

retailers, end consumers, 

trade companies 
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TESSITURA RIVESE DI 

BELTRAMO RAIMONDO S.A.S.
www.tessiturarivese.it

Fabrics in general for apparel, furnishing and technical fabrics in greige (i.e. to be finished by the 

customer) and finished (washed and dyed). Fabrics for apparel in high density and elastic; fabrics in 

dyed yarn for apparel and for furnishing (e.g. tablecloth, bedspread). Confectioned fabrics household 

products (e.g. tablecloth, bedspread), products for the health (es. biologic bedspread and pillows) 

specially in linen and hemp and for the welfare (e.g. hemp sheets, linen mats).

fabrics 

(clothing/furnishings

)

manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, retailers, end 

consumers, trade companies 

TINTORIA DI QUAREGNA www.tintoriadiquaregna.it

The company is specialized in traditional dyeing, natural dyeing, production and selling of natural yarns. 

Cachemere, wool,cotton,linen yarn in many counts produced and dyed with our completely natural and 

certified technology traditional dyeings in flocks, tops, yarn and finishing treatments in tops, fabric and 

garment

dyeing, yarns 

prduction

retailers, manufacturing 

companies interested in 

subcontracting services

TRABALDO TOGNA SPA www.trabaldotogna.com

The company produce fabric in wool and bland with wool. The activity start from the raw material. In our 

factory we spinn the wool, weave the fabric and refinish it to achieve the final product ready to be 

manufactured in ready garments. The fabric will be sold and distributed to the final client all over the 

world. The company has a modern production department, a design team who studies different products 

every year, a commercial network of direct salesmen and agents in more than twenty countries.

fabrics

 manufacturing companies 

interested in subcontracting 

services, end consumers

VALERY www.valerylingerie.it

Valery company produces and sells underwear and swimwear from more than 30 years. structured on 

more than 10000 sqm., as its strength the "excellence of de in italy" with international recognition of the 

industry. born as a company specialized in the production of underwear, has developed over the years 

with its international search the many collections transforming in total look.

lingerie retailers, importers, shops 

ZEGNA BARUFFA LANE 

BORGOSESIA
www.baruffa.com 

The company produces precious Carded, Worsted, and Fancy yarns of natural fibres and noble blends for 

knitwear, weaving and hand-knitting. All the yarns are made of precious raw materials such as extra-fine 

wool, silk and cashmere. Zegna Baruffa manufactures all of its products in its plants located in the area 

of Biella (Borgosesia, Vigliano Biellese, Lessona) -ITALY

yarns Not specified
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